Examples of **Re-Statement of Stand:**

a. A perceptive appraisal of the facts elaborated above enlightens us 
that, in practically all countries, the rights of children are raped.

b. In the light of the points put forward above, it can be inferred that 
gender equality can be a mirage as well as reality.

c. **Therefore**, after the in-depth diagnosis, it has been highlighted that 
discrimination is a reality as well as a myth.

d. **Thereupon**, ...

e. **Thus**, ...

f. **Hence**, ...

Examples of **Solutions:**

a. The government should leave no stone unturned (= to do one’s 
 utmost best) to redress the situation/to restore the spirit of 
security/to instil/ infuse the sense of confidence if it is committed to eradicate 
poverty/to liberate people from the grip/the tentacles of poverty/to 
liberate people from the grip/the tentacles of poverty/to liberate people from the grip/the tentacles of poverty.

b. The problem should be tackled (= curbed/ thwarted) with utmost 
urgency...

c. A sustainable world peace would be an ever-receding (= to go further 
and further/ unattainable/ unrealizable) dream/ myth/ mirage/ 
ilusion/ utopia if no concrete steps are taken.

d. If the government purposes to attain economic growth, it should be 
bent on to engage itself in a steely resolve (=intention) to...

e. We should explore new avenues (= possibilities/ pathways) of 
cooperation... only then will we....

f. In order to turn the tide (= to reverse the tendency), new laws should 
be promulgated and stiffened to prevent adults from perpetrating 
(=committing) atrocities on children.